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EQ SUN STICK SPF 50+ 10GR YELLOW
Code: EQFAC50J

€ 19,50

EQ SUN STICK SPF 50+ 10GR YELLOW

Sun protection just got fun thanks to EQ and its range of coloured, SPF 50+ Sunscreen Sticks. Eco-friendly and made with
beneficial ingredients, they protect your skin and lips during outdoor activities. Discover the new turquoise tint, in tribute to our
connection to the ocean.
 
DESCRIPTION

Organic* formula, travel-friendly format.

BENEFITS

Water-resistant and easy to apply, the Turquoise SPF 50+ Sunscreen Stick is perfectly adapted for extreme sun exposure, in the
water or on the ski slope. It provides very high UVA/UVB protection for the face and lips of even the most sensitive skin. Protects
scars and tattoos. Enriched with beeswax and organic plant oils such as olive oil, tamanu oil and shea butter, its 100% naturally
occurring formula prevents skin and lips from drying out. Ideal for the whole family, including children three years old and up.
Filters made from 100% naturally occurring minerals. Non-toxic to the marine environment.

Tinted pigments are made with naturally occurring minerals. They were chosen for their colour, not for their sun protection factor.

CERTIFICATION

*Formula validated according to organic and ecological cosmetic criteria. 100% of the total ingredients are naturally occurring.
17.8% of the total ingredients are certified organic.

TEXTURE

Its lipophilic texture is rich, water-free, offers great coverage, reduces feelings of tightness and doesn’t dry out the skin. Water-
resistant. Doesn’t drip in your eyes.

USER SATISFACTION*

	88% of users confirmed that the product did not sting their eyes.
	The product helped prevent skin from drying out according to 80% of users.
	70% of users found that the product was particularly water-resistant.

Surfcorner Store
Viale Umago 27 47921 Rimini, Italy
+39 0541 083880 
Url: https://www.surfcornerstore.com/eq_sun_stick_spf_50_10gr_yellow
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* Clinical efficacy test carried out on 40 adult volunteers (males and females), aged between 19 and 65 (average age of 29 years),
of which 16 had normal skin, 4 had sensitive skin and 20 practised a water sport regularly.

 

THE FEATURES

	Kind to marine ecosystems
	All-natural fragrance: 100%
	All-natural ingredients: 100%
	Coloured, naturally sourced mineral pigments: 100%
	Dermatologically tested
	Recyclabilité du packaging : Non, car son format est trop petit pour être pris en charge malgré le caractère recyclable du plastique
utilisé
	Rich moistureless care that provides a protective film
	Water resistant
	Made in France
	Very high UVA and UVB protection
	Certified-organic ingredients: 17.8%
	All skin types
	For use on: face, lips, scars and tattoos
	10 g – 0.35 oz. sunscreen stick

INCI LIST
CERA ALBA , TITANIUM DIOXIDE , CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE , CI 77288 CI 77007, KAOLIN, SILICA , C10-18
TRIGLYCERIDES , POLYGLYCERYL-3 DIISOSTEARATE , RICINUS COMMUNIS SEED OI , SILICA , COPERNICIA CERIFERA
CERA* , BUTYROSPERMUM PARKII BUTTER* , OLEA EUROPAEA FRUIT OIL* , CALOPHYLLUM INOPHYLLUM SEED
OIL* , JOJOBA ESTERS , PARFUM (FRAGRANCE) , POLYHYDROXYSTEARIC ACID , PRUNUS ARMENIACA KERNEL
OIL* , TOCOPHEROL

* Certified organic ingredients. 100% of the total ingredients are naturally occurring. 17.8% of the total ingredients are certified
organic.
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